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Friendship Range

To enhance the school learning environment, enforce the elimination of loneliness and foster friendship on the
playground we have developed a range of brightly coloured playground furniture designed to ensure that children who
are upset, have no one to play with or who wish to talk about a concern can find someone to talk to.

The idea behind our friendship range is that lunchtime supervisors, all pupils or designated pupils look after, chat or play
with any child sat on a friendship seat or buddy bench.
We suggest that our friendship playground furniture is:

- Sited away from very active areas of the playground
- Finished in stand out bright colours
- Customised with a meaningful phrase
- Decorated with a standard or unique design
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Cheaton Friendship Bench
Our Cheaton Friendship Bench is produced using recycled plastic lumber and mouldings sourced from another British manufacturer
the Plaswood Group, Europe’s leading producer of recycled polythene products. These components are then processed and
assembled in our factory. The range is produced in durable, maintenance free oversized materials and can be supplied with multicoloured slats or all of them in the same colour.
Our Friendship ranges can all be customised with meaningful phrases, school names, dedications or simply the words ‘Friendship
Seat’ or ‘Buddy Bench’.

Dimensions Available 1550mm wide. (sizes are approximate)
Lumber

All lumber is heavy duty recycled plastic available in black or brown.

Fixing

Above ground fixing

Delivery

Each bench is supplied flat packed and delivered on a pallet
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Hadley Friendship Bench
Our Hadley Friendship Bench is produced using a combination of powder coated mild steel with recycled plastic lumber sourced
from another British manufacturer the Plaswood Group, Europe’s leading producer of recycled polythene products.

Dimensions Available in 1550 and 1800mm widths. (sizes are approximate)
Metal

All metalwork is finished with an exterior grade base and top coat to BS 10A11 (grey) as standard or to virtually
any BS or RAL reference if required

Lumber

Slats are recycled plastic and come in a mixture of red, blue, green and yellow

Fixing

Above ground fixing. Fixings can be supplied

Delivery

Each bench is supplied flat packed and delivered on a pallet
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Kingston Friendship Seat
Our Kingston Friendship Seat is produced using recycled plastic lumber and mouldings sourced from another British manufacturer
the Plaswood Group, Europe’s leading producer of recycled polythene products. These components are then processed and
assembled in our factory. The range is produced in durable, maintenance free oversized materials and can be supplied with multicoloured slats or all of them in the same colour.
Our Friendship ranges can all be customised with meaningful phrases, school names, dedications or simply the words ‘Friendship
Seat’ or ‘Buddy Bench’.

Dimensions Available 1800mm wide. Seat is 450mm high, back of seat is 810mm high (size is approximate)
Fixing

Above ground fixing. Fixings can be supplied

Delivery

Each seat is supplied fully assembled and will require at least two people to lift
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Southampton Friendship Seat
Our Southampton Friendship seat is produced in a combination of painted concrete legs and brightly coloured recycled plastic
lumber. The seat can be supplied with multi-coloured slats or all of them in the same colour. Our Friendship ranges can all be
customised with meaningful phrases, school names, dedications or simply the words ‘Friendship Seat’ or ‘Buddy Bench’.

Dimensions Available in 1500, 1800, 2100 and 2800mm widths. (sizes are approximate)
Concrete

All concrete is finished in black as standard

Lumber

All lumber is recycled plastic in red, blue, green and yellow in a combination of colours or all slats the same colour

Fixing

Below ground fixing

Delivery

Each seat is supplied flat packed and delivered on a pallet
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Cheaton Friendship Picnic Table
Our Cheaton Friendship Picnic Table is produced using recycled plastic lumber and mouldings sourced from another British
manufacturer the Plaswood Group, Europe’s leading producer of recycled polythene products. These components are then processed
and assembled in our factory. The range is produced in durable, maintenance free oversized materials and can be supplied with multi
-coloured slats or all of them in the same colour.
Our Friendship ranges can all be customised with meaningful phrases, school names, dedications or simply the words ‘Friendship
Seat’ or ‘Buddy Bench’.

Dimensions Available in 1500, 1800, 2000 widths. (sizes are approximate)
Fixing

Above or below ground fixing

Delivery

Each picnic table is supplied flat packed and delivered on a pallet
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Neptune Friendship Bin
Our Kingston Friendship Bin is produced using stainless steel with recycled plastic lumber sourced from another British
manufacturer the Plaswood Group, Europe’s leading producer of recycled polythene products. These components are then processed
and assembled in our factory. The range is produced in durable, maintenance free oversized materials and can be supplied with multi
-coloured slats or all of them in the same colour.

Dimensions Diameter - 457mm, height - 570mm excluding fixings. (sizes are approximate)
Capacity

65 Litres, includes galvanized liner. Optional padlock available

Lumber

Slats are recycled plastic and available in red, blue, green and yellow

Fixing

Above and below ground fixing options available for hard and soft ground. Fixings can also be supplied

Delivery

Each bin is supplied with the bracket packed inside for self assembly
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Kingston Friendship Bin
Our Kingston Friendship Bin is produced using galvanised steel with recycled plastic lumber sourced from another British
manufacturer the Plaswood Group, Europe’s leading producer of recycled polythene products. These components are then processed
and assembled in our factory. The range is produced in durable, maintenance free oversized materials and can be supplied with multi
-coloured slats or all of them in the same colour.

Dimensions Width - 390mm, depth - 340mm, height - 476mm excluding fixings (sizes are approximate)
Capacity

42 Litres, includes galvanized liner. Optional padlock available

Lumber

Slats are recycled plastic and available in red, blue, green and yellow

Fixing

Above and below ground fixing options available for hard and soft ground. Fixings can also be supplied

Delivery

Each bin is supplied fully assembled
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Cheaton Friendship Planter
Our Cheaton Friendship Picnic Table is produced using recycled plastic lumber and mouldings sourced from another British
manufacturer the Plaswood Group, Europe’s leading producer of recycled polythene products. These components are then processed
and assembled in our factory. The range is produced in durable, maintenance free oversized materials and can be supplied with multi
-coloured slats or all of them in the same colour.

Dimensions Width: 1000mm (sizes are approximate)
Height: 500mm (sizes are approximate)
Choice of Lengths: 500, 1000 and 1500mm (sizes are approximate)
Lumber

Slats are recycled plastic and available in red, blue, green and yellow

Delivery

Each planter is supplied fully assembled and delivered on a pallet where possible
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